Wider reading ideas for Year 7
This list contains a range of suggestions, which we hope will inspire and engage you. We want to
encourage you to experiment with what you read. We hope that these lists help you find something new
that you can share. We hope you find the right book for you but any list will have omissions as there is
never enough space for all the ‘good books’ to read. Most of thee books are available in our library.

ADVENTURE
Steve Backshall: Tiger Wars
Saker and Sinter are on the run. From India to the Himalayas and China they will be
pursued by hunting dogs, thieves and assassins in their quest to save the tiger.

Pseudonymous Bosch: The Name of this Book is Secret
This is an extremely dangerous book with a very deadly secret. It is an alarming
account of two extraordinary adventurers, a missing magician's diary, a symphony
of smells and a deadly secret. Original

Lauren Child: Look into My Eyes (Ruby Redfort series)
Ruby Redfort: she's a genius code-cracker, a daring detective, and a gadgetladen special agent who just happens to be a thirteen-year-old girl

Ruth Eastham : The Messenger Bird
Nathan's father has been arrested and is accused of leaking top-secret
information. But as he is dragged into a police car, he gives Nathan a message
and a riddle, written in 1940

Anthony Horowitz: Stormbreaker (Alex Rider series)
Alex is forcibly recruited into MI6 and trains with the SAS. Armed with secret
gadgets, he is sent to investigate Herod Sayle, a man who is offering state-of-theart computers to every school in the country. But the teenage spy soon finds
himself in mortal danger.

Sharna Jackson: High Rise Mystery
It’s a hot summer in London, and there's been a murder in the high-rise home to
resident know-it-alls, Nik and Norva. Who better to solve it?

Nick Lake: Nowhere on Earth
“A face paced adventure story with a twist, as teenage Emily and her young
brother Aidan stow away on a small plane that crashes in the Alaskan wilderness.
“Men in Black” are after Aidan. Carnegie Medal 2020 shortlisted book
Recommended by Year 9 students.

Gill Lewis: Sky Hawk
Something lives deep within the forest ... something that has not been seen on
Callum's farm for over a hundred years. Callum and Iona make a promise to keep
their amazing discovery secret, but can they keep it safe from harm?

Simon Mayo: Itch/ Itch Rocks
Itch - an accidental, accident-prone hero. Science is his weapon. Elements
are his gadgets. He decides to collect all the elements in the periodic table,
finding a new one brings danger.

Andy Mulligan: Trash
Raphael is a dumpsite boy. He spends his days wading through mountains of
steaming trash. Then one unlucky-lucky day, Raphael's world turns upside
down. A small leather bag falls into his hands. It's a bag of clues. It's a bag of
hope.

Robert Muchmore: Robin Hood : Hacking, Heists & Flaming Arrows
Action packed, plot twists and fast moving. A modern day telling of the tale of the band of
brothers who steal from the rich to give to the poor. Robin is small and fast with a deadly bow.

Katherine Rundell: Rooftoppers
Everyone says Sophie is an orphan. She was found floating in the English
Channel in a cello case. She flees to Paris to look for her mother and meets
Matteo and his network of rooftoppers - urchins who live in the sky. Mrs Bruton
loves!

Kim Slater: Smart; a Mysterious Crime; a Different Detective
There's been a murder, but the police don't care. It was only a homeless old man
after all. Kieran cares. He's made a promise, and when you say something out
loud, that means you're going to do it. He's going to find out what really
happened. But being a detective is difficult when you're Kieran Woods..

Rebecca Stead: Liar and Spy
Georges has a lot going on. He's had to move into an apartment. He meets
Safer, an unusual boy who lives on the top floor.who runs a spy club, and is
determined to teach Georges everything he knows.

Robert L. Stevenson: Treasure Island
Jim, a young boy lives at an inn in an English seaside town. A new guest at the
inn terrifies everyone at the inn with his sea songs and threats of violence. A
world of pirates, buried treasure, mutiny and deceit. Classic story. A challenge
read.

Chris Vick: Girl. Boy.Sea
Storm, shipwreck, survival. A book that explores what will you do to survive and
how. Chris Vick's novel delves deep into the might and majesty of the
unpredictable ocean, the strength of an unlikely friendship between a British boy
and a Berber girl and their will to survive against all the odds. A British boy
narrowly survives the sinking of his yacht in a huge storm off the coast of
Morocco. After days alone at sea in a tiny rowing boat Bill finds a girl clinging for
her life to a barrel. Storytelling based on the Arabian Nights, friendship and trust, dilemmas
and hope. Highly recommended students. Carnegie 2020 shortlisted book

Mark Walden: H.I.V.E series (Higher Institute of Villainous Education)
HIVE is a top-secret school of applied villainy where children with a precocious gift for
wrongdoing are sent to develop their talents into criminal mastermind.

REAL LIFE
Judy Blume: Are You There, God? It’s Me Margaret
"Life isn't easy for Margaret. She's moved away from her childhood home,
she's starting a new school, finding new friends - and she's convinced she's
not normal. She hasn't got a clue whether she wants to be Jewish like her
father or Christian like her mother.

James Bowen: Street Cat Named Bob
When James Bowen found an injured, ginger street cat he had no idea just
how much his life was about to change. The last thing he needed was a pet.
Yet James couldn't resist helping the strikingly intelligent cat. Real heartwarming story

Anne–Marie Conway: Butterfly Summer
Some secrets last a lifetime. When Becky and her mum move Mum is hoping for
a new beginning. But Becky discovers an old photo of her mum in hospital
clutching a baby, twelve years before Becky was born.

Rachel Carter: Eathan’s Voice
How do you begin to tell your story when you can't speak? Ethan lives on the
canal. He likes it there. No one there laughs at him because he doesn't talk. It is
only when he meets Polly, that he begins to wish things were different.

Sarah Crossan: The Weight of Water
Armed with a suitcase and an old laundry bag filled with clothes, Kasienka and
her mother head for England to look for her father. A short story told in free
verse. Popular and recommended.

Sarah Crossan: Apple and Rain
When Apple's mother returns after eleven years of absence, Apple feels whole
again. She will have an answer to her burning question - why did you go? And
she will have someone who understands what it means to be a teenager - unlike
Nana.

Siobhan Curham: Dear Dylan
A first crush. An unexpected friendship. A dream come true. Dear Dylan!
Thanks so much for your email and I'm sorry about my last one when I said I
love you.

Roddy Doyle: A Greyhound of a Girl
12 year old Mary's beloved grandmother is near the end of her life. Letting go is
hard - until Granny's long-dead mammy appears. Her ghost has returned to
help her dying daughter say goodbye to the ones she loves. Humorous, gentle,
short story

Phil Earle: The Bubble Wrap Boy
All my life I've been tiny Charlie from the Chinese Chippie, whose only friend is
Sinus, the kid who stares at walls. Charlie's found his secret talent:
skateboarding. It's his one-way ticket to popularity.

Ele Fountain: Boy 87
Shif is just an ordinary boy who likes chess, maths and racing his best friend
home from school. But one day, soldiers with guns come to his door. He
embarks on a dangerous journey; a journey through imprisonment and escape,
new lands and strange voices, and a perilous crossing by land and sea. Fast
moving.

Zana Fraillon: The Bone Sparrow
Born in a refugee camp, all Subhi knows of the world is that he's at least 19
fence diamonds high, the nice Jackets never stay long, and at night he
dreams that the sea finds its way to his tent, bringing with it unusual
treasures. And one day it brings him Jimmie. Award winner. Set in Papua
New Guinea where Australia’s refugees are put.

Zana Fraillon: The Ones That Disappeared
Kept by a ruthless gang, three children manage to escape from slavery. But
freedom isn't just waiting on the outside. Together they will create a man out
of mud.

Dan Gemeinhart: The Honest Truth
Mark is 13 year- old. He loves his dog, taking photos and hiking, but he also
has cancer. When his illness returns, Mark decides he's had enough of hospital.
With his small dog Beau, he sets out to climb a mountain and he's not going to
give up until he's done it.

Alex Gino: George
When people look at George, they think they see a boy. But she knows she's
not a boy. She knows she's a girl.
Jaco Jacobs: A Good Day for Climbing Trees
Marnus is good at breaking swimming records and girls' hearts. His younger
brother is a crafty entrepreneur. Leila turns up one morning with a petition. How
two unlikely heroes fight to save a tree.

Karen McCombie

OMG Blog

"Four 'good' girls meet in detention. They realise they have one BIG thing in
common and a project is born - the '(O)ur (M) ums - (G)rrr' Blog. Good for
dyslexic readers

Sarah Fitzgerald Moore: The Apple Tart of Hope
Oscar who used to make the world's most perfect apple tarts, is missing,
presumed dead. No-one seems too surprised, except for Meg, his best friend,
and his little brother Stevie. Meg and Stevie are determined to find out what
happened to Oscar, and together they learn about friendship and the power of
never giving up hope

Giancarto Gemin: Cowgirl
Gemma's life is a mess. Her mum's angry. Her dad's in prison. And now her
gran’s got a cow in her back yard... she meets the legendary Cowgirl; six feet
tall and angry.

Elizabeth Laird: Garbage King
Mamo and Dani are from very different backgrounds, together they are
escaping and join a gang of homeless street boys that have nothing and
share everything.
..

Susin Nielsen: We are All Made of Molecules
Meet Stewart. He's geeky, gifted and sees things a bit differently to most
people. His mum has died and he and Dad have moved in with Ashley and
her mum. Meet Ashley. She's popular and cool. Her dad has come out and
moved out but not far enough. Popular and recommended. Mrs Bruton
loves!

Sally Nicholls: Ways to Live Forever
My name is Sam. I am eleven years old. I collect stories and fantastic facts.
By the time you read this, I will probably be dead. Sam wants to know
about UFOs and horror movies and airships and ghosts and scientists, and
how it feels to kiss a girl

Jewell Parker Rhodes: Ghost Boys
ALIVE Twelve-year-old Jerome doesn't get into trouble. He goes to school. He does his
homework. He takes care of his little sister.Then Jerome is shot by a police officer who
mistakes his toy gun for a real threat.
DEAD As a ghost, watching his family trying to cope with his death, Jerome begins to
notice other ghost boys. Mrs Bruton loves!

Paula Rawsthorne: The Truth about Celia Frost
Celia’s life is ruled by a rare disorder that means she could bleed to
death from the slightest cut. No friends. No fun. Suddenly she is on the
run.

Louis Sachar: Holes
Stanley Yelnat's family has a history of bad luck, so he is not too
surprised when a miscarriage of justice sends him to Camp Green
Lake Juvenile Detention Centre. Nor is he very surprised when he is
told that his daily labour at the camp is to dig holes and report what he
finds.

Kim Slater: A Seven Letter Word
'My name is Finlay. I'm a st-st-st-stutterer. Hilarious, isn't it? It's like the word is there in my
mouth, fully formed and then, just as it's ready to leave my lips ...POP! It jumps and
ricochets and bounces around my gob. Except it isn't funny at all' Mum vanished two years
ago.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
David Almond: Skellig
Twelve-year-old Michael has just moved house. His baby sister is seriously
ill. Michael discovers a strange magical creature part owl, part angel who
eats Chinese takeaways. They both need help.

David Almond: My Name is Mina
My name is Mina and I love the night. Then what shall I write? I can't just
write that this happened then this happened then this happened to boring
infinitum. I'll let my journal grow just like the mind does, just like a tree or a
beast does, just like life does. Why should a book tell a tale in a dull straight
line? Prequel to Skellig in a different style.

Lisa Evans : Wed Wabbit
Fridge finds herself plunged into the bizarre world of her little sister Minnie’s
favourite story, where evil dictator Wed Wabbit rules over the Wimbley
Woos, colourful creatures who only speak in rhyme.

Neil Gaiman: Coraline
The day after they moved in, Coraline went exploring.. Thirteen of the doors
open and close. The fourteenth is locked. Coraline unlocks the door to
another flat in another house just like her own. Recommended short horror
read, loved by students and Mrs Bruton.

Candy Gourlay: Shine
Monsters are in the eye of the beholder. Rosa is mute. She lives on the strange island of
Mirasol where it never stops raining with only the internet for a social life. See the book
trailer! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwbGd1KrHD4

Alexander Rodman Philbrick: Freak the Mighty
An unlikely friendship, humour but bring your tissues. Maxwell is feared
and bullied because of his mental slowness and enormous size. Kevin is
smart, and funny but he cannot grow. Together they become Freak the
Mighty.

Patrick Ness: A Monster Calls
The monster showed up just after midnight. As they do. But it isn't the
monster Conor's been expecting. He's been expecting the one from his
nightmare.
An extraordinary read Highly Recommended by students and staff, you
may need tissues. Carnegie Medal Winner.

R.J Palacio: Wonder
'My name is August. I won't describe what I look like. Whatever you're
thinking, it's probably worse.' Auggie wants to be an ordinary ten-year-old.
He does ordinary things - eating ice cream, playing on his Xbox. He feels
ordinary – inside.

Holly Goldberg Sloan: Counting by 7s
Willow is a twelve-year-old genius, obsessed with nature and diagnosing
medical conditions, who finds it comforting to count by 7s. While life is not
easy she is content but then life changes with the death of her parents.

Kenneth Oppel: The Nest
Steve's new baby brother is seriously ill and his parents are struggling to
cope. when a mysterious wasp queen invades his dreams and makes him
an offer that could transform his life, all Steve has to do is say 'yes'. Shorter
read with a creepy element.

Kate Saunders: The Land of Neverendings
What if there exists a world powered by imagination? A world of silliness,
where humans and their toys live on long after they've left the Hard World
and what if the door between that world and this one was broken? Ruth has
lost her sister and enters the land.

Dave Skelton: Thirteen Chairs
Pull up a chair... A spine-chilling book of short stories. Jack stands in the
dark on the landing of the old house. He has been here for minutes, his hand
on the door handle, debating whether or not to go in.

Mimi Thebo: Dreaming the Bear
"When I get up, there's nobody home. Even Mum has gone out. The note
says, 'I have to check my emails. I'll snowmobile to the meltline and be back
soon. XX Mummy' and I think, 'Good. I can feed my bear...'"

Jenny Valentine: Fire Colour One
Iris's father Ernest is at the end of his life and she hasn't even met him. Everything she
thought she knew is up in flames. Now her mother has declared war and means to get her

hands on Ernest's priceless art collection. But Ernest has other
ideas. Love, lies and art.
Ross Welford: What Not to Do if You Turn Invisible
Turning invisible at will: it's one way of curing your acne. But far more
drastic than 13 year-old Ethel Leatherhead intended when she tried a
combination of untested medicines and a sunbed.

Ross Welford: The Dog that Saved the World
When eleven-year-old Georgie befriends an eccentric retired scientist, she
becomes the test subject for a thrilling new experiment: a virtual-reality 3D
version of the future.

Ross Welford: Time Travelling with a Hamster
“My dad died twice. Once when he was thirty nine and again four years later when he was
twelve.” Al receives a mission: travel back to 1984 in a secret time machine and save his
father’s life.

SPORTING READS
Kwame Alexander: Rebound
Charlie at 12 years old is sent to stay with his grandparents following the death of
his father Long hot days of chores interrupted only by basketball games stretch
ahead – a game Charlie doesn't particularly like let alone play.

Kwame Alexander: Crossover
A pair of twin brothers, one of which is into rap the other who is passionate about
basketball. Also available as a graphic novel.

Kwame Alexander: Booked
Football, family, and love — Nick wrestles with problems at home, stands up to a
bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.

Dan Freedman: Kick Off series
Jamie's desperate to become Highwood School's star football player. But after he
wrecks his chances at the trials, the pressure's on to prove himself. Dan Freedman
was a journalist with the England football team.

Candy Gourlay: Tall Story
Unusual funny quirky basketball story. Andi is short with has lots of wishes., she
wishes that her long lost brother, Bernardo, could come and live with her. She
hopes he'll turn out to be tall and just as mad as she is about basketball. When
he finally arrives, he's tall all right. But he's not just tall ...he's a GIANT.

Elizabeth Laird: The Fastest Boy in the World
Eleven-year-old Solomon loves to run! The great athletes of the Ethiopian
national team are his heroes and he dreams that one day he will like them, in
spite of his ragged shorts and bare feet.

Tom Palmer: Foul Play
Danny is obsessed with two things: football - especially City Football Club - and
investigating crimes.

Mal Peet: Keeper
In a newspaper office, Paul Faustino, South America's top football writer, sits
opposite El Gato, the cat, the world's greatest goalkeeper. On the table between
them stands the World Cup. In the hours that follow, El Gato tells his incredible
life story

Jason Reynolds: Ghost
Three years ago Ghost's dad chased him and his mum down the road with a
gun. His dad got ten years in prison, and Ghost learned how to run. Ghost
has never thought of athletics as option – basketball is his thing. But now,
after challenging a sprinter to a race, he's won himself a place on an elite
running team. To keep it, he just needs to stay out of trouble.

Katherine Webber

Wing Jones

With a grandmother from China and another from Ghana, fifteen-year-old Wing Jones is
often caught between worlds. But when tragedy strikes, Wing discovers a talent for running
she never knew she had. Wing's speed could bring her family everything it needs. It could
also stop Wing getting the one thing she wants

Matt and Tom Oldfield

Ultimate Football Heroes series

SOMETHING DIFFERENT WITH A SPLASH OF HUMOUR
Dave Cousins: Waiting for Gonzo
Meet Oz with a talent for trouble When a joke backfires on the first day at his new
school, Oz attracts the attention of Isobel Skinner. After causing an accident Oz
isn't exactly popular at home either. Oz knows he's got to put things right. Packed
with action, heart and humour.

Max Brallier: The Last Kids on Earth
Forty-two days ago I was an ordinary kid, living an uneventful life. But now it's TOTAL
MONSTER ZOMBIE CHAOS and I'm battling beasts on a daily basis. Crazy, right?

Mary Evans: Who Let the Gods Out?
Elliot's mum is ill and his home is under threat, but a shooting star crashes to
earth and changes his life. Full of laughs and danger. Stonehenge and Greek
gods.

Rene Goscinny: Nicholas
Gentle humour of the accounts of Nicholas. A bestselling classic book in
France.

Carl Hiaasen: Hoot
Roy sees a mysterious running boy and starts to trail him. The chase
introduces him to many weird Floridian creatures: potty-trained alligators, cute
burrowing owls, a fake-fart champion and some snakes with sparkly tails...

Chris Riddell: Goth Girl and a Ghost of a Mouse
Ada Goth, the only child of Lord Goth, lives in Ghastly-Gorm Hall, which is so
big that they hardly ever see each other. Lord Goth believes that children
should be heard and not seen, so Ada has to wear large clumpy boots around
the house so that he can hear her coming. Witty and clever.

David Walliams

Ratburger
Grandpa’s Great Escape
Bad Dad
Gangsta Granny
The Boy in the Dress
Awful Auntie
The Midnight Gang

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Addicts
Tim Collins: Adventures of a Wimpy Werewolf Hairy Not Scary
series
Luke Thorpe is a fifteen-year-old wimp. Excellent at maths and terrible at
sport. There are mysterious changes in his behaviour and appearance

Jonathan Meres: May Contain Nuts, The World of Norm series
Norm knew it was going to be one of those days when he woke up and
found himself about to pee in his dad's wardrobe.

James Patterson: The Worst Years of my Life Middle school
series
Ralf has enough problems and then decides to break the rules at his new
school.

Liz Pichon: Tom Gates series
Tom Gates is the master of excuses for late homework: dog attacks & spilt
water & lightning. …

Quick Reads Years 7 and 8
To be enjoyed by all; designed especially for anyone who is dyslexic, or wants a shorter
read.
Lark is a dramatic emotional survival story.
A longer read than most of the quick reads but shorter than your
average book. Lark won the Carengie Medal in June 2020. The
medal is for the best written book for children and teenagers.
It is the fourth book in a series, about two brothers, but Lark can
be read on its own. The library has several copies.

Anthony McCowan: Brook/Rook/ Pike/Lark
Brock
Life’s not easy for Nicky. His mum’s gone, his dad’s on bail, and his
brother Kenny needs looking after. . When Kenny drags Nicky out of bed
one dark morning, Nicky has no idea that he is about to witness the
senseless killing of an innocent animal. But Nicky manages to save
something precious from the disaster…

Keren David: The Liar’s Handbook
River makes up lies all the time getting him into trouble. His mum has a new
boyfriend and River decides to find out more. Popular read. Longer than other quick
read titles.

Keren David: Disconnect
Could you disconnect from your phone for six weeks? Esther's year group are
challenged to do just that with the winner walking away with £1000.Longer than

other quick reads.
Teresa Flavin: Jet Black Heart
A spine-tingling mystery combines with elements of the supernatural. Dory is on
holiday on the moors with her family when she stumbles across a Victorian walkers'
'letterbox' and a faded message for a boy.

Michaela Morgan: Respect
Much shorter than other quick read titles. The true-life story of Walter Tull, a black
footballer who became the first black army officer in World War 1.

Gill Lewis: Run Wild
Looking for somewhere secret to practice skateboarding, Izzy and Asha ignore the
'Danger! signs posted around the derelict gasworks. they discover an amazing
hidden urban wilderness and an injured wolf! New book

Tom Palmer: Ghost Stadium
Three boys sneak into the old abandoned football stadium to spend the night. Are
the rumours about it being haunted true? They're about to find out

Sally Nicholls: Shadow Girl
Clare knows she's partly to blame for her problems at school, but she's learned that
it hurts to make friends when you're a foster kid. It's a relief to meet Maddy, who
knows what it's like. But then Maddy disappears. Supernatural twist.

Tom Palmer: Scrum
One boy, two codes - How will he decide? When Steven's mother remarries and moves
down south, Steven is torn. Even worse, he might have to leave his beloved Rugby
League behind for a new Rugby Union team.

Science Fiction and Fantasy
Malorie Blackman: Robot Girl
Claire is keen to find out what her dad has been working on in his lab. What do you
do when you find out your Dad has created a monster. Surprise science fiction

Malorie Blackman: Peacemaker
Michela knows the law - everyone must wear a Peace Maker device at all times,
and it must never be tampered with. Aggression is not allowed but what happens
when your spaceship is attacked.

Chris Bradford : Gamer
Scott is selected as a games tester for Virtual Kombat, the most realistic fighting video
game ever invented - so real it hurts! What is real can be hard to find out.

Chris Bradford: Bullet Catcher
They say you can't outrun a bullet - what if you could stop one? When Troy is
caught up in a terrorist attack that takes the lives of his parents, he discovers an
amazing power.

Chris Bradford: Shadow Warriors
Popular longer quick read. Chris Bradford is a martial arts expert. Taka's got a
problem: he can't pass the Grandmaster's test and earn his black belt. But then a
much more serious situation arises, and it seems his whole clan is under threat. A
dangerous time for him and his friends.

Steve Cole: Mind Writer
Luke's always been good at knowing things. He could guess at a right answer. Now
Luke can actually hear people's thoughts. Thrilling adventure

Steve Cole:Senseless
Kenzie has been invited to a big gaming tournament on a sun-soaked island.
He seems to be losing his senses one by one - and he has no idea whether the
dangers he faces are real or the game.

Catherine Fisher: At the World’s End
Dramatic dystopian adventure Caz has been living in the department store
since the day the Blue Star came and killed everyone who breathed in its toxic
snow. Life in the store is getting dangerous and she had to go outside.

Lauren James: The Starlight Watchmaker
Wealthy students from across the galaxy come to learn at the academy where
Hugo toils as a watchmaker. But he is one of the lucky ones. Many androids like
him are jobless and homeless. New book. Highly recommended.

Historical
Tanya Landman: One Shot
When your childhood disappears in a blizzard. When you’re a girl in a man’s
world. When the only thing that stands between you and a life worth having is a
gun. You’re only going to get one shot. Based on the true story of Annie Oakley.

Tanya Landman: Passing for White
It’s 1848 in the Deep South of America. Rosa is a slave but her owner is also
her father and her fair skin means she can ‘pass for white’. She disguises
herself as a young white man and her husband’s master. They try to escape
from slavery.

Tom Palmer: Over the Line (World War One)
It's 1914 and Jack has his first pro footballer match but he has to sign up and
joins the Footballer's Battalion. The Flanders Cup gives a glimmer of hope that
Jack can keep his dream of playing for England alive.

Elizabeth Wein: White Eagles
1939. With Europe on the brink of war, eighteen-year-old Kristina Tomiak has been called up
to join the White Eagles, Poland's valiant air force. When the Nazis reach the town where she
is based, Kristina makes a daring esca

FANTASY AND SCI-FI
Sophie Anderson: The House with Chicken Legs
Marinka dreams of a normal life, but her house has chicken legs and moves on without warning.
For Marinka's grandmother is Baba Yaga, who guides spirits between this world and the next.
Marinka longs to change her destiny, but her house has other ideas. Mrs Bruton loves!

Sophie Anderson: The Girl Who Spoke Bear
Found abandoned in a bear cave as a baby, Yanka has always wondered about
where she is from.

Peter Bunzl: Cogheart
When 13-year-old Lily's inventor father vanishes after a Zeppelin crash, Lily's
determined to hunt down the truth, helped by Robert, the local clockmaker's son,
and her wily mechanical fox Malkin.

Soman Chainani: The School for Good and Evil
A dark and enchanting fantasy adventure set in a girl’s school for those who
prefer their fairytales with a twist. If you like this try The Lost Twin by Sophie Cleverley.

Frank Cottrell Boyce: Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth
The Blythes are a big, warm family who live on a small farm and sometimes
foster children. Now Prez has come to live with them. But, though he seems
cheerful and helpful, he never says a word. Funny story imagining life with an
alien.

Eoin Colfer: Artemis Fowl series
Fast paced with a quirky sense of humour. Artemis Fowl is a young criminal
mastermind is a world where the fairies are real and have attitude. Holly is
an experienced police officer and a fairy.Artemis captures Holly Short, a
captain the LEPrecon police and holds her for ransom. .
Joseph Delaney: Spook’s Apprentice series
Fantasy with humour Fast paced, scary and exciting. Shorter than most fantasy books.Tom,
the seventh son of a seventh son is sent to be apprenticed to the Spook when he is 13.

Cornelia Funke: The Thief Lord
Prosper and his little brother Bo have run away. They join forces with a group of
young runaways taking shelter in an abandoned cinema. The group has been
taken under the wing of the mysterious Scipio, better known as the Thief Lord,
who provides for them by robbing the great houses of Venice

Cornelia Funke: Inkheart series
Meggie loves books. So does her father, Mo, a bookbinder, although he has
never read aloud to her since her mother mysteriously disappeared. Storytelling
with a difference. Long read.

Neil Gaiman: The Graveyard Book
When a baby escapes a murderer intent on killing the entire family, who
would have thought it would find safety and security in the local graveyard?
Fantastic ghost adventure story, laced with menace and humour. Carnegie
Medal winner

Alan Garner: The Weirdstone of Brisingamen
A thrillingly dangerous adventure, in which goblins, witches and worse
attempt to seize the gemstone that Susan wears around her neck.
A brother and sister are sent to stay in the farm of craggy Gowther
Mossock and his wife. Recommended for those who want a classic
adventure story.

Kiran Millwood-Hargrave: The Girl of Ink and Stars
Forbidden to leave her island, Isabella dreams of the faraway lands. When her friend
disappears, she volunteers to guide the search. The world beyond the walls is a monster-filled
wasteland.

Kiran Millwood Hargreave: The Way Past Winter
Mila and her sisters live with their brother Oskar in a small forest cabin in the snow. One night
strangers arrive seeking shelter. But the next morning, they've gone – taking Oskar with them.
Mila and her sisters set out..

Polly Ho-Yen: The Boy in the Tower
From the seventeenth floor of the tower block where he lives with his mother,
Ade watches as the buildings fall around him. The Bluchers - a strange and
terrible kind of plant - are taking over the city, and everyone is being forced to
evacuate, but his mother is refusing to leave her room

Kathryn James: Mist/ Frost
Midnight: a mist-haunted wood with a bad reputation. A sweet sixteen
party, and thirteen-year-old Nell is trying to keep her sister, spoilt birthdaygirl Gwen, out of trouble. No chance. Trouble finds Gwen and drags her
through the mist

Robin Jarvis: The Power of the Dark
Something is brewing in the town of Whitby. To best friends Lil and Verne,
it just seems like a particularly bad storm. But Cherry Cerise, the last of
the Whitby witches, fears that ancient forces are at work, reviving the
curse of a long lost magical artefact. Magic and horror.

Derek Landy: Skulduggery Pleasant series
Meet Skulduggery Pleasant: detective, sorcerer, warrior, powerful
magician, master of dirty tricks and burglary Oh yeah. And dead. Then
there's his sidekick, Stephanie. She's...well, she's a twelve-year-old girl.
Fast moving adventure for those who like a longer read. Mrs Bruton loves!

Le Guin, Ursula: The Wizard of Earthsea
A tale of wizards, dragons and terrifying shadows. The island of Gont is a
land famous for wizards. Of these, some say the greatest - and surely the
greatest voyager - is the man called Sparrowhawk. Highly Recommended

Pittacus Lore: I am Number Four series
John Smith is not your average teenager. He regularly moves and
changes his name and identity. He cannot tell anyone who or what he
really is. We are the superheroes you worship in movies and comic books
-- but we are real.

Michelle Paver: Wolf Brother series
Set 6,000 years ago Torak, a 12 year old boy is alone and scared. A demon bear has
killed his father and his only champion is an orphaned wolf cub. .
Short intense chapters, the book is full of magic, survival and folklore.

Terry Pratchett: Wee Free Man Tiffany Aching series Nine-year-old Tiffany Aching
thinks her Granny was a witch, but Granny Aching is dead and strange things are
happening: a monster in the stream, a headless horseman and tiny blue men in kilts!
When Tiffany's brother is missing, she join forces with the wee free men to save him from
the Queen of the Fairies.

Philip Pullman: La Belle Sauvage; The Book of Dust
(prequel Northern Lights - His Dark Material series)
Highly Recommended long read.. A story of survival where two children
find themselvespursued by a terrifying evil. In their care is
Lyra a tiny child and in that child lies the future. You can read
Northern Lights first.

Rick Riordan: Percy Jackson and the Lightening Thief
Fast paced adventures of an unusual hero.
Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a Greek
God.
I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing basketball, skateboarding.
The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths teacher. Now I spend
my time battling monsters and generally trying to stay alive.

Ransom Riggs: Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
A mysterious island. An abandoned orphanage. A strange collection of
very curious photographs. It all waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine's
Home for Peculiar Children.

Philip Reeve: Infernal Devices Mortal Engines series
In a dangerous future, huge motorized cities hunt, attack and fight each
other for survival. As London pursues a small town, young apprentice
Tom is flung out into the wastelands, where a terrifying cyborg begins to
hunt him down

Philip Reeve: Railhead series
The place of the thousand gates, where sentient trains criss-cross the
galaxy in a heartbeat. It is also a place of great dangers - especially for
someone who rides the rails and rides his luck the way Zen Starling
does. Highly recommended for those who like an older complex read.

Annet Schaap: Lampie
“Lampie is a fairytale adventure to do with pirates, rough seas and an
unusual secret.Every evening Lampie the lighthouse keeper’s daughter must light a
lantern to warn ships away from the rocks. But one stormy night disaster strikes.
Carengie shortlisted book

Darren Shan: Cirque du Freak – The Vampire’s Assistant
The chilling Saga of Darren Shan, the ordinary schoolboy plunged into the vampire world..
It's the wonderfully gothic Cirque Du Freak banned show where frightening half
human/half animals interact terrifyingly with the audience. Atmospheric, funny, realistic,
moving and terrifying.

J R R Tolkein: The Hobbit
The classic fantasy adventure with the highly reluctant hero Bilbo Begins
who confronts trolls, giant spiders, elves and a dragon. A highly detailed
imagined world filled with wizards, dwarves, elves, goblins, and orcs. . .
Scott Westerfeld: Leviathan series
Two opposing forces are on the brink of war. The Clankers - who put their
faith in machinery - and the Darwinists - who have begun evolving living
creatures into tools.

Dystopian
Gemma Malley: The Declaration
In 2140 England, where drugs enable people to live forever and children are illegal, teenaged
Anna, an obedient "Surplus" training to become a house servant, discovers that her birth
parents are trying to find her.

HISTORICAL
Sam Angus: Soldier Dog
Set in World War I, a story of a young boy who becomes a messenger dog handler.
A story of families, war and dogs.

Anne Booth: Girl with a White Dog
Jessie is excited when her gran gets a white Alsatian puppy, but a mystery begins.
As Jessie learns about Nazi Germany at school, past and present begin to slot
together and she uncovers something long-buried, troubling and somehow linked to
another girl and another white dog…

John Boyne: The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
Nine-years-old Bruno has a lot on his mind. Why did has he left his nice home in Berlin to
go to 'Out-With'? And who are all the sad people in striped pyjamas on the other side of
the fence?

John Boyne: The Boy at the Top of the Mountain
When Pierrot comes to live with his aunt in a wealthy house in 1935, just before the
Second World War, he enters a world of terror, secrets and betrayal for this is
Berghof a home of Adolf Hitler.

Chris Bradford: The Way of the Warrior series
August 1611. Jack Fletcher is shipwrecked off the coast of Japan. Rescued by the
legendary sword master Masamoto Takeshi, Jack's only hope is to become a
samurai warrior. Written by a martial arts expert. Longer read.

Theresa Breslin: Prisoner of the Inquisition
Zariata is the rich daughter of the town magistrate while Saulo the son of a
beggar.who becomes a slave at sea. Set during the time of Christopher Columbus
and the Spanish Inquisition.

Paul Dowswell : Eleven Eleven
Set during the final 24 hours before the armistice at 11 a.m. on 11th November 1918, the story
follows a German storm trooper, an American airman and a British Tommy.
Shorter read that is fast moving.

Paul Dowswell : Wolf Children
July 1945,Berlin is in ruins. Living on the edge of survival in the cellar of an
abandoned hospital, Otto and his ragtag gang of kids have banded together. A
story of friendship and survival.

Christopher Edge: Twelve Minutes to Midnight
Penelope Tredwell is the feisty thirteen-year-old owner of the bestselling
magazine, The Penny Dreadful. Her masterly tales of the macabre are gripping
Victorian Britain. A fast-paced thriller.

Sally Gardner: I am Coriander
Coriander is the daughter of a silk merchant in 1650s London. She is shut away
in a chest and left to die, but emerges into the fairy world from which her
mother came, and where time has no meaning. When she returns she is
seventeen she has a task.

Candy Gourlay: Bone Talk
Samkad lives in a tribe deep in the Philippine jungle at the end of the
nineteenth century, and has never encountered anyone from outside his own
tribe before. A strange man with white skin arrives in his village, and Samkad
discovers the brother he never knew he had. A brother who tells him of
people called 'Americans. A challenge read.

Francis Hardinge: The Lie Tree
Victorian murder mystery. Following the death of her father on a strange
island Faith discovers the Lie Tree. Highly Recommended as an excellent
introduction to this author.A popular choice for fluent historical readers.

Esther Hautzig: The Endless Steppe
Esther was ten years old when, in 1941, she and her family were arrested by
the Russians and transported to Siberia. This is the true story of the next five
years spent in exile, of how the Rudomins kept their courage high, though
they went barefoot and hungry. Highly recommended.

Eva Ibbotson: Journey to the River Sea
Classic, joyous adventure story. Maia is set with her unusual governess to live in the Amazon
in 1910. A feel good read.

Catherine Johnson:Sawbones
Ggrave robbing, body switching...and murder. "Gentlemen!" William McAdam addressed the
room, a knife in each hand. "Your watches, please! I guarantee you the
fastest amputation ever performed anywhere in the world.” 18th century.

Judith Kerr: When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit
Suppose that without your noticing, it became dangerous for some
people to live in Germany any longer. That is what happened to Anna’s father in 1933.
First of a trilogy by Judith Kerr.

Geraldine McCaughrean: Where the World Ends
“His mother gave him a new pair of socks, a puffin to eat on the voyage and a kiss on the
cheek. In the summer of 1727, a group of men and boys from St Kilda are put ashore on a
remote sea stac to harvest birds for food. No one returns to collect. Highly
recommended challenge read, A story of survival.

Geraldine McCaughrean: The Middle of Nowhere
When her mother dies from a snake bite, Comity Pinny's life in the middle of the
Australian outback changes for ever. A gripping tale with an explosive climax

Michael Morpurgo: Private Peaceful
Heroism or cowardice? Told in the voice of a young soldier, the story follows 24
hours in his life at the front during WW1, and captures his memories as he looks
back over his life.
More Morpurgo:
War Horse (Highly Recommended)
Snow

Flamingo Boy Listen to the Moon An Eagle in the

Philip Pullman: The Ruby in the Smoke
Exciting mystery adventures of Sally Lockhart set in Victorian London.

Philip Reeve: Here Lies Arthur
Gwyna is just a small girl, when she is bound in service to Myrddin the bard - a
traveller and spinner of tales. But Myrddin transforms her - into a lady goddess, a
boy warrior, and a spy. An unusual take on the tale of King Arthur.

Kate Saunders: Five Children on the Western Front
Kate Saunders follow up story to the tale of ‘Five Children and It ‘imagining what happens as
the children grow up during World War I.

Ian Serraillier: The Silver Sword
Alone and fending for themselves in a Poland devastated by World War Two,
Jan and his three homeless friends cling to the silver sword as a symbol of hope.
An epic journey begins.

Marcus Sedgick: Revolver
Sig Andersson has a choice to make.. An unforgettable, razor-sharp thriller
set in the snowy wilderness of the Arctic Circle. The story starts with Sig
alone in a cabin with the body of his father when a stranger arrives. A short
but challenge read as the plot alternates time lines between each chapter.
Highly recommended.

Robert Westall: The Machine Gunners
'Some bright kid's got a gun and 2000 rounds of live ammo. And that gun's no
pea-shooter. It'll go through a brick wall at a quarter of a mile.' Chas McGill has
the second-best collection of war souvenirs and seeks to collect more. Set in
World War II. Highly recommended.

Pat Walsh: The Crowfield Curse
It's 1347 and fifteen-year-old Will lives at Crowfield Abbey. Sent into the forest to
gather wood, he rescues instead, a creature from a trap - a hob, who shares with
him a terrible secret about a buried angel. History and magic

Sheena Wilkinson: Star by Star
Fifteen-year-old Stella was brought up to change the world by her suffragette mother but then
has to return to Ireland.

Lauren Wolk: Beyond the Bright Sea
Twelve-year-old Crow has lived her entire life on a tiny, isolated piece of a
island. Abandoned and set adrift in a small boat when she was just hours old,
Crow's only companions are Osh, the man who rescued and raised her, and
Miss Maggie, their fierce and affectionate neighbour across the sandbar. A
well written engaging adventure story that is highly recommended for Year 7+

Lauren Wolk: Wolf Hollow
Growing up in the shadows cast by two world wars, Annabelle has lived a
mostly quiet, life in her small Pennsylvania town. Until the day new student Betty Glengarry
walks into her class. Betty quickly reveals herself to be a cruel and manipulative bully. An
older read than Beyond the Bright Sea but still recommended.

